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CHARMM TIP3P Water Model Suppresses Peptide Folding by
Solvating the Unfolded State
Sander Boonstra, Patrick R. Onck, and Erik van der Giessen *

Micromechanics of Materials, Zernike Institute for Advanced Materials, University of Groningen , 9747 AG Groningen, The
Netherlands

ABSTRACT: The accuracy of molecular dynamics simulations
depends on the underlying force field, defined by the form and
parametrization of the interparticle potential functions and the water
model. The treatment of the solvent is crucial in molecular dynamics
force fields, as hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding are
important molecular forces. The widely used CHARMM force field
was originally parametrized using a modified version of the TIP3P
water model (mTIP3P), including Lennard-Jones interactions
between hydrogens and oxygens. The latest version, CHARMM36,
was optimized using the standard TIP3P water model (sTIP3P) for
proteins, while mTIP3P is still being used for lipids. Our replica
exchange molecular dynamics simulations on dynamic peptides
show that the CHARMM36 force field with mTIP3P water yields less realistic folding than with sTIP3P water. Analysis of the
dimensions and hydrogen bonding of the unfolded state reveals that the peptides are more solvated and extended in mTIP3P,
due to a higher solvation energy of the peptide in this water model. We recommend using CHARMM36 with sTIP3P when
simulating peptides, folded proteins, and natively unfolded proteins, but combinations of proteins with lipids would require a
reparametrization to make their water models compatible.

■ INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics force fields are widely used in simulations
of biomolecular systems. Modern force fields have been shown
to accurately reproduce properties of small peptides 1,2 and
folded proteins.3 However, the unfolded state has been shown
to be much more collapsed than found in experiments,
indicating that the propensity to structure formation is
overestimated.4 Force field potentials have recently been
modified to better represent the equilibrium between folded
and extended conformations 5− 7 by counteracting a bias
toward helical conformations.8 This helix−coil equilibrium is
determined by the balance between the intramolecular energy
of a helical state and the solvation energy of more extended
states.9 For the accurate hydration of hydrophobic groups, the
interplay between the protein force field and the water model
plays a central role.10

CHARMM36,7 the latest version of the CHARMM potential
set for proteins, is the product of a recent reparametrization
aimed at improving the balance between the sampling of helical
and extended conformations. It was optimized using the
standard TIP3P water model (sTIP3P),11 whereas previous
versions of CHARMM used a modified version of TIP3P
(mTIP3P).12 This modified version includes Lennard-Jones
potentials on the hydrogen atoms of water, making them
interact with both the solute and the solvent.13 These
interactions are absent in sTIP3P.
Studies with the Amber force field have shown that the use of

an alternative water model can significantly influence the helix−
coil equilibrium. 10,14 Since the CHARMM parameters for

lipids15 have been obtained using mTIP3P water, simulations
that include a combination of proteins or peptides with lipids
will have to be performed in mTIP3P water. However, this
could lead to a shift in the helix−coil equilibrium, which was
balanced using sTIP3P water. To explore this, we studied the
influence of both water models on the helix−coil equilibrium in
peptides as predicted by CHARMM36. The results of our study
can have implications for all studies on peptides, proteins, and
lipid systems using the CHARMM36 force field with one of the
two TIP3P water models.

■ METHOD

Replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations
were used to sample the conformational space of the 3K(I)16

and AQ17 α-helical peptides and of the GB118 β-hairpin. AQ
and GB1 have been used in the parametrization and validation
of the CHARMM36 force field, while 3K(I) was selected to
have an independent reference. In the remainder of the text,
“folded fraction” is used interchangeably with helical fraction,
depending on the peptide. All simulations were carried out
using GROMACS 4.6.19

Water Models. The water models used in this study are the
standard TIP3P as published by Jorgensen et al. (sTIP3P)11

and a modification of TIP3P (mTIP3P) that was employed
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during the parametrization of an earlier version of the
CHARMM force field.12 To avoid singularities in the
computation of the integral equations, mTIP3P introduced
Lennard-Jones interactions on the hydrogen atoms (HT) of
water molecules by setting σHT = 0.04 nm and εHT = 0.1925 kJ/
mol, instead of σHT = 0 nm and εHT = 0 kJ/mol as used in
sTIP3P.13 The other force field parameters, including those of
the water oxygen atoms, are identical in both water models.
System Setup and Equilibration. The 3K(I) (Ace-

(AAAAK)3A-NH2), AQ (Ace-(AAQAA)3-NH2), and GB1
(GEWTYDDATKTFTVTE) peptides were prepared in an
extended conformation. The topologies were created using the
GROMACS tool pdb2gmx and included the CHARMM
CMAP correction. In agreement with the experiments, the N-
and C-termini of 3K(I) and AQ were acetylated and amidated,
and those of GB1 were charged. Ionizable residues were
protonated according to pH 7. After a steepest descent energy
minimization, the peptides were solvated in a truncated
octahedral box with 2379, 2393, and 1834 molecules,
respectively, of either sTIP3P or mTIP3P water. If needed,
chloride or sodium atoms were added to neutralize the system.
The simulation box was then energy minimized again using the
steepest descent algorithm, followed by an equilibration run of
200 ps at 200 K using the Langevin thermostat, with position
restraints on the peptide to relax the solvent. The temperature
was set to 300 K with a 100 ps run in the NVT ensemble, after
which an NPT simulation of 200 ps set the pressure to 1 bar
using Berendsen pressure coupling. The resulting simulation
box was scaled to the average volume of the last 50 ps.
Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics. REMD enhan-

ces sampling by exploiting the fact that energy barriers can be
overcome more easily at higher temperatures and provides an
ensemble average as a function of temperature. REMD
simulations were run using 32 replicas in the NVT ensemble
with temperatures ranging from 275 to 427 K and replica
exchange attempts every 1 ps. An NVT run of 100 ps was used
to equilibrate each replica at the desired temperature. This
resulted in exchange probabilities ranging from 0.25 to 0.4.
Langevin integration was used with a friction coefficient of 0.2
ps−1. The Langevin thermostat slightly influences the dynamics
but does not affect the averages taken in equilibrium
conditions.20 A time step of 2 fs has been used while
constraining all bonds including hydrogen atoms with P-
LINCS21 and keeping the waters rigid using SETTLE.22 Long-
range electrostatics was calculated using PME with a grid
spacing of 1.2 Å and a direct space cutoff of 9 Å. The van der
Waals interactions were cut off at 14 Å. This runs faster than
standard CHARMM settings, i.e., a switching function between
10 and 12 Å, but yields similar results. The REMD run times
ranged from 500 ns to 1.1 μs, depending on the peptide and the
water model.
Definition of Folded States. Coordinates were stored

every 1 ps for analysis of the peptide structure, solvation, and
hydrogen bonding. A residue is regarded to be in a helical
conformation if its backbone dihedral angles ϕ ∈ [−100°,
−30°] and ψ ∈ [ −67°, −7°].23 The helical fraction of a
conformation is defined as the number of consecutive residues
(at least three) in a helical conformation divided by the number
of residues in the peptide. For 3K(I) and AQ, a conformation
with zero helical fraction is called unfolded. A conformation of
the GB1 peptide is regarded as being folded if the d RMS with
respect to all native contacts in the PDB structure (PDB 1GB1)
is smaller than 1.5 Å.24 Native contacts lie between backbone

atoms (CA, C, O, and N) with a maximum distance of 4.5 Å,
but only for residues separated by at least two other residues in
the sequence. The melting curves show the average helical or
folded fraction over all conformations, with the error calculated
as the sum of the inter- and intrablock standard error of the
mean using 5 blocks. The cut-offs for identifying hydrogen
bonds were a 3.5 Å distance and a 30° angle.

Convergence. All the performed simulations have con-
verged to the equilibrium ensemble as monitored by the
evolution of the helical or folded fraction. Figure 1 illustrates

this for the case of the helical content of AQ at 275 K (similar
convergence was obtained for 3K(I) and GB1). The replicas at
higher temperatures generally equilibrate faster and were
analyzed from the starting point of the lowest temperature
replica. The unbiased converged averages for all temperatures
were gathered to produce a melting curve for each of the
simulated systems.

■ RESULTS
Melting Curves. The temperature dependence of the

folded and helical fractions resulting from the simulations are
shown in Figure 2 , together with experimental values from the
literature. Both the folded and helical fractions from the
simulations using sTIP3P are consistently higher than those
from the simulations using mTIP3P. CHARMM36 was
parametrized to yield agreement with the experimental helical
fraction of AQ at 300 K,7 so absolute comparison between the
water models should be made at this temperature. In doing so,
sTIP3P lies much closer to the experimental value at 300 K
than mTIP3P, for both 3K(I) and GB1. The difference in the
free energy of unfolding of 3K(I) between the two water
models is about 4 kJ/mol at 275 K (see Figure 3 ).
The melting curves of AQ using sTIP3P or mTIP3P, shown

in Figure 2 b, lie on opposite sides of the experimental curve at
lower temperatures, with deviations of 0.13 and −0.07 at 300 K.
Figure 2 b also shows the melting curve from a 50 ns run (after
subtracting 100 ns equilibration time) with CHARMM36 and
sTIP3P, produced by Best et al.25 using a 2 ps exchange
frequency. The helical fraction at 300 K from this run
corresponds well with the helical fraction from experiment.
However, even for an equilibrated system of replicas, a 50 ns

Figure 1. Convergence of the helical fraction of the AQ peptide at 275
K. The running average, for the sTIP3P (blue) and for the mTIP3P
(red) water model, uses a 3 ns window and starts at 0 ns, while the
cumulative average (black) and backward cumulative average (purple)
ignore the equilibration data.
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window might not be sufficient to determine an accurate
average helical fraction. This can also be seen from the
ruggedness of the Best et al.25 melting curve, indicating that not
all replicas have reached their equilibrium ensemble. In our
simulations, using an even higher exchange frequency, an
average helical fraction anywhere between 0.3 and 0.6 could be
obtained when using a 50 ns window at distinct points after the
equilibration (Figure 1 ). This illustrates the need for a longer

time window to obtain an accurate average. The crosses in
Figure 2 a show that switching off the van der Waals potential
between 10 and 12 Å yields results similar to the plain cutoff at
9 Å that was used otherwise.

Characteristics of the Unfolded State. The para-
metrization of the CHARMM36 force field7 was partly
intended to rebalance the equilibrium between helical and
extended conformations. In a search for the reason underlying
the differences seen above, we explore the effect of each of the
water models on this balance. This effect is largest in the
unfolded conformations, so we investigated these for the 3K(I)
and GB1 peptides. The results for AQ (not shown) are similar
to those for 3K(I) presented here.
Consistent with the results in Figure 2 a, the unfolded 3K(I)

peptide tends to more extended conformations in mTIP3P
than in sTIP3P, as can be seen from the radius of gyration R G
of 3K(I) in Figure 4 a ( ● , left axis). This suggests that
unfolded molecules in mTIP3P tend to be more solvated,
which is confirmed by a higher solvent accessible surface area
(SASA) of the unfolded peptide in this water model (Figure 4
a, ▶ , right axis). The R G of the unfolded state of 3K(I) can be
compared to that of an almost identical peptide called AK16
(YGAAKAAAAKAAAAKA), measured to be 0.98 nm at room
temperature in 4 M urea.26 The R G of 3K(I) in sTIP3P at
room temperature is 0.99 nm, which lies significantly closer to
the experimental value than the R G of 1.10 nm in mTIP3P.
The higher solvation of the unfolded peptide in mTIP3P

compared to sTIP3P can be explained by stronger hydrogen
bonding between the backbone and the solvent, as can be seen

Figure 2.Melting curves for the three tested peptides using the CHARMM36 force field combined with the sTIP3P (blue) and mTIP3P (red) water
models. The crosses in part a show the results using a van der Waals potential that is switched off between 10 and 12 Å interaction distance, instead
of the 9 Å cutoff. The open circles in part b show the result obtained with CHARMM36 and sTIP3P by Best et al.25 The vertical dashed line at 300 K
is drawn as a guide to the eye. Experimental results (black) from circular dichroism of 3K(I)16 (a), NMR chemical shifts of AQ17 (b), and tryptophan
fluorescence of GB118 (c).

Figure 3. Free energy of unfolding for the 3K(I) peptide using the
CHARMM36 force field combined with the sTIP3P (blue) and
mTIP3P (red) water models, calculated using ΔG U = −RT ln[(1 − x
H)/x H] with x H the helical fraction. The vertical dashed line at the
experimental melting point is drawn as a guide to the eye.
Experimental results (black) are extracted from circular dichroism of
3K(I).16
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from the higher amount of backbone−solvent hydrogen bonds
in Figure 4 b ( ● , left axis). There is also less hydrogen
bonding within the backbone of the peptide in mTIP3P (Figure
4 b, ▶ , right axis) and consequently a less compact
conformation. The R G reduces with increasing temperature
in both water models (Figure 4 a). This corresponds to a slight
increase in the number of backbone−backbone hydrogen
bonds (Figure 4 b), indicating collapse of the unfolded state by
formation of secondary structure.
The characteristics of the unfolded state of the GB1 hairpin

look slightly different from the α-helical peptides, but the
overall trend is the same. GB1 is also more extended and
solvated in mTIP3P than in sTIP3P, as can be seen from the R

G and SASA in Figure 5 a. Again, the number of peptide−
backbone hydrogen bonds in Figure 5 b ( ● , left axis) indicates
that the higher solvation of the peptide in mTIP3P is due to
stronger hydrogen bonding between the peptide and the
solvent. Unlike the helical peptides, the β-hairpin does not
show a collapse of the unfolded state in sTIP3P (Figure 5 a).
Inspection of the unfolded conformations of GB1 in sTIP3P
shows that they are on average relatively compact because of a
high amount of misfolded hairpins at low temperatures. This
corresponds to the relatively high number of backbone−
backbone hydrogen bonds, which gradually decrease with
temperature (Figure 5 b, ▶ , right axis).

■ DISCUSSION

In the parametrization of the CHARMM36 force field, the
backbone and side-chain dihedral angles were optimized in two
separate steps. The simulations were done on several
biomolecular systems that were solvated by either the sTIP3P
or mTIP3P water model, depending on the molecular dynamics
software used.7 For instance, the backbone optimizations were
performed using Ala5 in mTIP3P while sTIP3P was used for
AQ, with feedback from crystal simulations of folded proteins
in mTIP3P. Side-chain optimizations were guided by
simulations of unfolded GB1 and ubiquitin in urea and
sTIP3P, as well as crystal simulations of proteins using
mTIP3P. Validations have been carried out for several folded
and unfolded proteins, using either sTIP3P or mTIP3P. Our
results, however, show that there is a significant difference in
the stability of helical and folded states between the two water
models, which might affect the applicability of the force field
and water model to specific biomolecular systems.
There are other studies on peptides in the literature, in which

the default water model has been replaced by an alternative
one. A combination of Amber ff99SB with the TIP4P-Ew water
model led to results that are consistent with those presented
here.14 The more extended unfolded conformations showed
increased backbone−solvent hydrogen bonding which led to a
significantly lower folded fraction of the Trp-cage miniprotein
compared to that with the sTIP3P water model. The result of

Figure 4. Analysis of the unfolded conformations of 3K(I) for both water models (mTIP3P in red, sTIP3P in blue). (a) Radius of gyration ( ● , left
axis) and solvent accessible surface area (▶ , right axis). (b) Hydrogen bond formation between backbone and solvent ( ● , left axis) and within the
backbone ( ▶ , right axis). The vertical dashed line at 300 K is drawn as a guide to the eye. The symbols are larger than the errors.

Figure 5. Analysis of the unfolded conformations of GB1 for both water models (mTIP3P in red, sTIP3P in blue). Information about layout of the
plots is identical to that in Figure 4 .
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the sTIP3P simulation was recovered from the TIP4P-Ew
simulation by reducing the backbone−solvent hydrogen bond
strength. It was noted that enhancing the intramolecular
peptide−peptide hydrogen bonds or strengthening the back-
bone dihedral potentials would lead to the same result. Such a
rescaling stabilizes the folded state and increases the fraction of
folded conformations at lower temperatures. Similarly, we
expect that the helix−coil equilibrium for CHARMM36 in
combination with mTIP3P could be restored by rescaling the
hydrogen bond strength or readjusting the backbone dihedral
potentials.
Another example of using an existing force field with a

different water model is the optimization of Amber ff03w in
combination with the TIP4P/2005 water model.10 For this
force field, the dihedral potentials of Amber ff03* were
optimized against scalar couplings measured for Ala5 and AQ.
The resulting melting curve showed a higher helical fraction
and increased cooperativity of folding using ff03w with TIP4P/
2005, while the peptide was overall more extended than in
ff03* with sTIP3P. Further analysis showed that the difference
is related to a more favorable enthalpy of solvation in TIP4P/
2005. In our simulations with CHARMM36, the peptides are
more solvated in mTIP3P than in sTIP3P. In analogy to the
results with Amber ff03w, we hypothesize that rebalancing the
dihedral potentials of CHARMM36 for peptides solvated in
mTIP3P could increase the amount of helical fraction and
improve the cooperativity of helix formation with respect to our
results in sTIP3P.
Further work on the Amber ff03w force field, resulting in the

Amber ff03ws force field, involved scaling of the Lennard-Jones
interactions between atoms of the solute and oxygen atoms of
the water molecules.27 This scaling induced the intended
reduction of protein−protein affinity, but also reduced the
helical propensity of AQ in comparison with ff03w. This
illustrates that increasing protein−solvent interactions involving
the solvent oxygen atom can lead to a destabilization of the
folded state, similar to the effect of the added interactions on
solvent hydrogen atoms shown here in mTIP3P.
A recent comparison of force fields on the intrinsically

disordered RS (24 residues) and FG-nucleoporin (16 and 50
residues) peptides has also shown that the combination of
CHARMM36 with mTIP3P results in a more expanded
peptide, with an R G of the RS peptide that is about 1 Å
larger than in sTIP3P.28 This agrees with the difference in R G
that we found between the two water models for the three
tested peptides of similar length. They have also found a high
population (about 40%) of residues in a left-handed α-helical
(αL) conformation for the RS peptide in both water models. In
the subsequently tested A3 and AQ peptides, αL was shown to
be only 7%. This is consistent with our results, in which αL ∼
5−7% (data not shown). Apparently, the secondary structure of
intrinsically disordered peptides is not well-represented in
CHARMM36 with either mTIP3P or sTIP3P, while peptides
with more preference for a certain secondary structure are best
represented when combined with sTIP3P.
The differences between the sTIP3P and mTIP3P water

models are not substantial for simulations of proteins in their
native, folded state. Backbone and side-chain NMR data have
been compared with data from simulations in sTIP3P7 and in
mTIP3P, 7,29 both showing good correlation with experimental
data. In the latter publication, utilization of mTIP3P was not
declared specifically but confirmed to us by the authors (private
communications). The water models also show negligible

differences in the RMSD of folded proteins when combined
with CHARMM27, the previous version of the force field.30

Additionally, a force field comparison on folded proteins31

reports little difference between the balanced and unbalanced
(previous) versions of two Amber force fields. The native state
of a folded protein in solution sits in a global free energy
minimum that is apparently not affected much by the
differences in solvation energy between the two water models.
From this, we conclude that proteins with a low surface to
volume ratio, which are consequently not highly solvated, can
accurately be simulated using either of the water models.
However, proteins with a high surface to volume ratio are
expected to be influenced significantly by the water model.
For all molecular dynamics force fields, the parametrization

conditions and settings are as much a part of the force field as
the interaction potentials themselves. It is well-known that the
water model is also an integral part of the parametrization. 12,32

Although the differences between the sTIP3P and mTIP3P
water models are small in terms of bulk properties 30,33 and
simulations of folded proteins, we have shown that they have a
significant effect on the folding of small dynamic peptides. For
these systems, CHARMM36 should best be used with sTIP3P,
the water model it was parametrized with. Although there is
little difference between the two water models for simulations
of folded proteins, we still recommend using sTIP3P because it
reduces computational cost.
The CHARMM36 force field for proteins is often used for

simulations including nucleic acids34 or lipids.15 The parameter
set for nucleic acids has been optimized using sTIP3P, so
combinations of proteins and nucleic acids can be readily
simulated in sTIP3P water. For lipids, however, CHARMM36
was parametrized in combination with the mTIP3P water
model. Using sTIP3P for a DPPC bilayer results in a significant
underestimation of the area per lipid, with the bilayer
transitioning into a tilted gel phase. This artifact occurs in
particular when using the GROMACS switching function for
the Lennard-Jones potential, which switches off the potential
energies instead of the forces.35 Hence, a combination of lipids
with small dynamic peptides or natively unfolded proteins
results in a conflict between the preferred water models and
therefore requires reparametrization or rebalancing of one of
the parameter sets to make them compatible with the water
model used.

■ CONCLUSION

Comparison of the sTIP3P and mTIP3P water models using
REMD on small dynamic peptides simulated with the
CHARMM36 force field shows a better agreement with
experimental melting curves if sTIP3P is used. The use of
mTIP3P results in a more solvated and extended unfolded
state, which in turn leads to a lower fraction of folded
conformations. This appears to be due to a higher solvation
energy of the peptide in this water model, shifting the balance
from folded states toward more extended states.
For simulations of less dynamical systems like folded proteins

in their native state, CHARMM36 could still be used in
combination with mTIP3P water. This also holds for
simulations that include lipids or nucleic acids. However, also
regarding computational efficiency, we recommend using
CHARMM36 in conjunction with sTIP3P when simulating
small peptides, folded proteins, and dynamic or intrinsically
unfolded proteins. The combination of dynamic peptides or
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proteins with lipids, parametrized using mTIP3P, requires a
reparametrization to make the water models compatible.
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■ NOTE ADDED AFTER ASAP PUBLICATION
This paper was published ASAP on April 12, 2016. Figure 5
caption was updated. The revised paper was reposted on April
21, 2016.
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